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Background: A characteristic feature of SARS-CoV-2 is its ability to transmit from pre- or
asymptomatic patients, complicating the tracing of infection pathways and causing out-
breaks. Despite several reports that whole genome sequencing (WGS) and haplotype
networks are useful for epidemiologic analysis, little is known about their use in noso-
comial infections.
Aim: We aimed to demonstrate the advantages of genetic epidemiology in identifying the
link in nosocomial infection by comparing single nucleotide variations (SNVs) of isolates
from patients associated with an outbreak in Showa University Hospital.
Methods: We used specimens from 32 patients in whom COVID-19 had been diagnosed using
clinical reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction tests. RNA of SARS-CoV-2 from
specimens was reverse-transcribed and analysed using WGS. SNVs were extracted and used
for lineage determination, phylogenetic tree analysis, and median-joining analysis.
Findings: The lineage of SARS-CoV-2 that was associated with outbreak in Showa Uni-
versity Hospital was B.1.1.214, which was consistent with that found in the Kanto met-
ropolitan area during the same period. Consistent with canonical epidemiological
observations, haplotype network analysis was successful for the classification of patients.
Additionally, phylogenetic tree analysis revealed three independent introductions of the
virus into the hospital during the outbreak. Further, median-joining analysis indicated that
four patients were directly infected by any of the others in the same cluster.
ase 2019; WGS, whole genome sequencing; SNVs, single nucleotide variations; SARS-CoV-2, severe
UH, Showa University Hospital; RT-PCR, reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction; GISAID,
; KMA, Kanto metropolitan area; NJ, neighbour-joining; VOC, variant of concern.
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Conclusion: Genetic epidemiology with WGS and haplotype networks is useful for tracing
transmission and optimizing prevention strategies in nosocomial outbreaks.

ª 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd
on behalf of The Healthcare Infection Society. This is an open access article

under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) originated in Wuhan,
China, in late December 2019, rapidly spread worldwide, and
was officially declared a pandemic by the World Health
Organization on 11th March 2020 [1]. COVID-19 patients can
infect other individuals before symptom onset or even without
development of any apparent symptoms [2,3]. This pre- and
asymptomatic disease transmission makes it difficult to iden-
tify the origin of infection and prevent further spread, leading
to disease outbreaks.

COVID-19 is caused by SARS-CoV-2, a single-stranded RNA
virus that rapidly accumulates mutations in its genome during
replication [4]. Taking advantage of the high frequency of
mutations, haplotypes with single nucleotide variations (SNVs)
have been utilized for epidemiological analysis, supported by
whole genome sequencing (WGS). To date, many studies have
reported the advantage of haplotype network analysis with
WGS-SNVs in understanding the evolution of SARS-CoV-2 and
the origin of its international spread [5e7]. Similarly, in the
case of nosocomial outbreaks, Takenouchi et al. reported that
WGS was useful in determining whether sporadic cases were
indeed part of an institutional cluster [8]. However, there are
few studies supporting the usefulness of WGS-SNVs in nosoco-
mial outbreaks for infection control.

Showa University Hospital (SUH) experienced a COVID-19
outbreak between mid-December 2020 and late January
2021. In this study, we aimed to analyse the phylogenetic lin-
eage of the virus population detected in SUH and to evaluate
the transmission between COVID-19 patients in this outbreak
using haplotype network analysis.

Methods

Study population

This study was conducted using specimens from 32 patients
in whom COVID-19 had been diagnosed by clinical reverse
transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) test at SUH
between 1st July 2020 and 31st January 2021. These patients
included 11 healthcare workers and 21 patients, designated
SUH001 to SUH032. This study did not include personal infor-
mation leading to identification of individuals.

The study protocol was approved by the ethics committee of
Showa University School of Medicine (approval number: 3302).

Specimens and clinical RT-PCR test for SARS-CoV-2
infection

Nasopharyngeal swabs were collected from suspected
COVID-19 patients and tested using quantitative reverse tran-
scription polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) performed using
a SARS-CoV-2 detection kit (TOYOBO, Osaka, Japan), according
to the manufacturer’s instructions.
RNA extraction and whole genome sequencing

Viral RNA was extracted from residual specimens after
clinical RT-qPCR using the QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit (QIAGEN,
Hilden, Germany). A sequencing library for the whole genome
of SARS-CoV-2 isolates was prepared according to the nCoV-
2019 sequencing protocol for Illumina V.2 (https://www.
protocols.io/view/ncov-2019-sequencing-protocol-for-illumina-
betejeje?version_warning¼no). Quantification of the amplicon
pools was performed using the Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA Assay
Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), and paired-
end sequencing was performed on the MiSeq next-generation
sequencing (NGS) platform (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). The
reads obtained from NGS were mapped to a reference sequence
(Wuhan-Hu-1, GenBank ID: NM908947.3) using Minimap2 version
2.17 [9], and the resulting alignment sequence was trimmed at
both ends to remove multiplex primer sequences using iVar
version 1 [10]. All theWGS data obtained have been deposited in
the Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data (GISAID)
database (https://www.gisaid.org/). The GISAID IDs are pre-
sented in Appendix A.

Bioinformatic analysis

We retrieved the whole genome sequences of SARS-CoV-2
detected in the Kanto metropolitan area (KMA) between 1st
July 2020 and 31st January 2021 from the GISAID EpiCoV
database (N ¼ 577). Multiple alignment was conducted by
comparing a reference sequence (Wuhan-Hu-1, GenBank ID:
NM908947.3) with sequences retrieved from the GISAID data-
base, using MAFFT version 7 software [11]. The regions corre-
sponding to 33e29866 nt of Wuhan-Hu-1 were defined as the
core region and used for further analysis. The mixed bases in
the core region were resolved by manually counting the
sequence reads. A phylogenetic tree analysis with SNVs was
performed using the neighbour-joining (NJ) method and MAFFT
version 7 [11], followed by visualization with iTOL version 6
[12]. The median-joining network analysis with SNV was per-
formed using PopART software [13]. PANGO lineages of isolates
were examined by phylogenetic assignment of named global
outbreak lineages web application (Pangolin) (https://
pangolin.cog-uk.io/) [14]. A bubble chart of the PANGO line-
age was created using JMP Pro version 15 (SAS Institute Inc.,
Cary, NC, USA).

Results

Phylogenetic analysis of SARS-CoV-2 isolates in KMA
and SUH

SARS-CoV-2 rapidly accumulates mutations in the genome,
giving rise to a new lineage. As of 25th June 2021,more than 1500
lineages have been reported on the PANGO lineageswebsite
(https://cov-lineages.org/). Since viral transmissibility is
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dependent on their lineages, we compared the phylogenetic
classification of SARS-CoV-2 isolates obtained at SUH to that of
isolates detected in KMA during the same time period (Figure 1).
The KMA and SUH isolates were classified into nine lineages, all
of which have A23403G substitution in the genomes, resulting
in the D614G mutation in the spike protein (Table I). This
observation indicated that all isolates were progenies of the
virus related to the European outbreak in early 2020 but had not
first been introduced from China [7]. More than 90% of the iso-
lates belonged to B.1.1.284 and B.1.1.214 lineages unique to
Japan, which were responsible for the outbreak in 2020. There
was no difference in the lineages between the SUH and KMA
isolates, suggesting that the outbreak in SUH was not caused
by isolates with higher transmissibility compared to those in
other hospitals.

Haplotype network analysis with SNVs in SUH hospital
outbreak

To clarify the linkage of SARS-CoV-2 infection in the SUH
outbreak, we used haplotype network analysis. The SUH
nosocomial outbreak consisted of nearly 40 patients in four
wards between mid-December 2020 and late January 2021, and
17 of outbreak isolates (SUH013 to SUH022, SUH024 to SUH026,
SUH028, and SUH030 to SUH032) were included in this study. To
assess the haplotype network analysis, we included the fol-
lowing isolates predicted to be irrelevant to the nosocomial
outbreak that we had experienced between mid-December
2020 and late January 2021 in the analysis: isolates detected
during different periods from July to November (SUH001 to
SUH009) and those from community-acquired outpatients with
COVID-19 or patients transferred from another hospital
(SUH010 to SUH012, SUH023, SUH027, and SUH029) during the
same period. Using these isolates as a control, we performed
multiple alignment analysis using Wuhan-Hu-1 as a reference
Figure 1. Phylogenetic classification of SARS-CoV-2 genome from KMA
the SUH (n ¼ 32) samples, during the evaluation period, as visualized w
from KMA and SUH, respectively. The size of the bubbles is proportion
sequence and identified 107 SNVs in genomes of 32 SUH iso-
lates, and the average was 17.3 (standard deviation, 2.0) per
isolate. In addition, more than half of the SNVs (64) were
specific for each isolate, indicating that there could be suffi-
cient diversity for discriminating between the isolates.

To investigate the evolutionary connection among isolates,
we performed a phylogenetic tree analysis, which found four
clades that contained multiple isolates (Figure 2). Clade 1 was
composed of five isolates, all of which belonged to lineage
B.1.1.284. Patients SUH011, SUH012, and SUH023were expected
to have close contact with each other because they had lived in
the same house/room. Correspondingly, all isolates from these
three patients resided in clade 2 and were characterized by five
SNVs (C1684T, C9207T, C15240T, T22447C, and T24469C). In
contrast, the isolates used as controls were in different clades.
These observations indicate that this phylogenetic analysis suc-
cessfully classified isolates according to their genomic sequence
diversity. Under these conditions, isolates related to nosocomial
outbreaks were separated into clades 3 and 4 without SUH028.
Clades 3 and 4 had unique SARS-CoV-2 haplotypes characterized
by three SNVs (C9803T, C16887T, and G25947T) and four SNVs
(A594G, G11804A, C27630T, and C27881T), respectively. The
presence of clade 3 and clade 4 indicates two independent
subclusters (named cluster 1 and cluster 2, respectively).
SUH028was distinguished from the other isolates by its nine SNVs
(A385G, C5284T, C6380T, C7732T, C15981T, C17745T, C23757T,
C26607T, C29409T), which could be potentially shared with iso-
lates that were not included in this study. These data suggest
that there were at least three introductions of SARS-CoV-2 into
SUH during the period of the outbreak.

In nosocomial infections, identification of the infection link
in a cluster is extremely important to design preventive strat-
egies against subsequent spread. Although phylogenetic tree
analysis is useful for the identification of groups as clades of
isolates that have similar genomic sequences, it is difficult to
. Nine lineages were detected in 596 isolates from KMA, including
ith a bubble plot. The red and blue bubbles represent the isolates
al to the number of detected isolates.



Table I

SNVs of 32 isolates detected in SUH

Patients SNVs detected

SUH001 C313T, G2167T, C3037T, T4346C, C9286T, C10376T, C14408T, C14708T, T22020C, A23403G,
C28725T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G29692T

SUH002 C313T, C3037T, T4346C, C9286T, A10269C, C10376T, C14408T, C14708T, T22020C, A23403G,
C28725T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G29692T

SUH003 C313T, C1108T, C3037T, T4346C, C9286T, C10376T, C14408T, C14708T, T22020C, A23403G,
C28725T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, C29077T, G29692T

SUH004 C313T, C3037T, T4346C, C9286T, C10376T, C14408T, C14708T, T22020C, A23403G, C23988T,
C28725T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G29692T

SUH005 C313T, A2368G, C3037T, C6433T, C14408T, T15597C, C18167T, G21518T, A23403G, G28881A,
G28882A, G28883C, G28975T

SUH006 C313T, C3037T, C4331T, C8917T, G11335T, C14408T, C16650T, C18167T, G21518T, C23127T,
A23403G, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, G29560T, C29679T, C29831T

SUH007 C313T, C934T, C3037T, C6433T, C14408T, G15921T, G16158T, G17695T, C18167T, G21518T,
A23403G, C28333T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T

SUH008 C1326T, T1947C, C3037T, C5467T, G9190T, C9891T, C14408T, C18877T, C21855T, C22444T,
C22978T, A23403G, G25563T, C25728T, C26735T, C28854T

SUH009 C241T, C313T, A1643G, A2861G, C3037T, G8371T, C8917T, C14408T, C18167T, A18550G, G19656A,
G21518T, A23403G, G26428T, C27509T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29679T

SUH010 C313T, C3037T, C6433T, G8371T, C11776T, C13019T, C14408T, C15240T, C18167T, G21305A,
G21518T, C22564T, A23403G, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29523T

SUH011 C313T, C1684T, C3037T, C6433T, G8371T, C9207T, C14408T, C15240T, C18167T, G21518T,
T22447C, A23403G, T24469C, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T

SUH012 C313T, C1684T, C3037T, C6433T, C9207T, C14408T, C15240T, C18167T, G21518T, T22447C,
A23403G, T24469C, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T

SUH013 C313T, A594G, C3037T, C7321T, C8917T, C10156T, G11804A, C14408T, C18167T, G21518T,
A23403G, C27630T, C27881T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29679T

SUH014 C313T, A594G, C3037T, C7321T, C8917T, C10156T, G11804A, C14408T, C18167T, G21518T,
A23403G, C27630T, C27881T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29679T

SUH015 C313T, C3037T, C7321T, C8917T, C9803T, C10156T, C14408T, C16887T, C18167T, G21518T,
A23403G, G25947T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29679T

SUH016 C313T, C3037T, C7321T, C8917T, C9803T, C10156T, C14408T, C16887T, C18167T, G21518T,
A23403G, G25947T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29679T

SUH017 C313T, A594G, C3037T, C7321T, C8917T, C10156T, G11804A, C14408T, C18167T, G21518T,
A23403G, C27630T, C27881T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29679T

SUH018 C313T, C3037T, C7321T, C8917T, C9803T, C10156T, C14408T, C16887T, C18167T, G21518T,
A23403G, G25947T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29679T

SUH019 C313T, A594G, C3037T, C7321T, C8917T, C10156T, G11804A, C14408T, C18167T, G21518T,
A23403G, C27630T, C27881T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29679T

SUH020 C313T, C3037T, C7321T, C8917T, C9803T, C10156T, C14408T, C16887T, C18167T, G21518T,
A23403G, G25947T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29679T

SUH021 C313T, A594G, C3037T, C7321T, C8917T, C10156T, G11804A, C14408T, C18167T, G21518T,
A23403G, C27630T, C27881T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29679T

SUH022 C313T, C1044T, C3037T, C7321T, C8917T, C9803T, C10156T, C14408T, C16887T, C18167T,
G21518T, A23403G, G25947T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29679T

SUH023 C313T, C1684T, C3037T, C6433T, G8371T, C9207T, C14408T, C15240T, C18167T, G21518T,
T22447C, A23403G, T24469C, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T

SUH024 C313T, C3037T, C7321T, C8917T, C9803T, C10156T, C14408T, C16887T, C18060T, C18167T,
G21518T, A23403G, G25947T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29679T

SUH025 C313T, C3037T, C7321T, C8917T, C9803T, C10156T, C14408T, C16887T, C18167T, G21518T,
A23403G, G25947T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29679T

SUH026 C313T, C3037T, C7321T, C8917T, C9803T, C10156T, C14408T, C16887T, C18167T, C18312T,
G21518T, A23403G, G25947T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29679T

SUH027 C313T, C3037T, G8602T, C8917T, C14408T, C18167T, G19072T, C20844T, G21518T, A23403G,
G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T

SUH028 C313T, A385G, C3037T, C5284T, C6380T, C7732T, C8917T, C14408T, C15981T, C17745T, C18167T,
A18550G, G19656A, G21518T, A23403G, C23757T, C26607T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C,
G28975T, C29409T, C29679T
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Table I (continued )

Patients SNVs detected

SUH029 C313T, C3037T, T4346C, C9286T, A9343G, C10376T, T12145G, C14408T, C14708T, A17008G,
T22020C, A23403G, G25996T, A27633G, G28703C, C28725T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C,
G29692T

SUH030 C313T, C3037T, C7321T, C8917T, C9803T, C10156T, C14408T, C16887T, C18167T, G21518T,
A23403G, G25947T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29679T

SUH031 C313T, C3037T, C7321T, C7573A, C8917T, C9803T, C10156T, C14408T, C16887T, C18167T,
G21518T, A23403G, G25947T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C, G28975T, C29679T

SUH032 C313T, A594G, C3037T, C7321T, C8917T, C10156T, G10318T, G11804A, C14408T, C18167T,
C18646T, G21518T, A23403G, C25469T, C27630T, C27881T, G28881A, G28882A, G28883C,
G28975T, C29679T
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reveal the parent-child relationship of isolates. Median-joining
network analysis has shown excellent results in this regard
because it can graphically express the difference in a single
nucleotide in the genome [6,15]. Therefore, to gain a deeper
insight, we performed a median-joining network analysis using
SNVs of the SUH isolates (Figure 3). In cluster 1 (n ¼ 10), six
isolates had identical genome sequences (Figure 3, vertex A)
and other isolates had one unique SNV individually. These data
indicate that four patients had COVID-19 by direct infection
from any of the other patients in vertex A. Meanwhile, the
genome sequences of five isolates were identical (Figure 3,
vertex B), and one isolate showed an additional three SNVs in
cluster 2 (n ¼ 6) as phylogenetic tree analysis. As expected, all
isolates from patients with a close contact history (n ¼ 3) were
identical (Figure 3, vertex C).
Discussion

In this study, we evaluated the advantages of using WGS and
haplotype network analysis to identify the infection link in
nosocomial outbreaks. First, we examined the SARS-CoV-2
lineages that were related to the SUH outbreak and deter-
mined it to be B.1.1.214. To date, multiple variants of concern
(VOCs) that have a higher effective reproduction number and
an increased risk of mortality have been spreading worldwide
as pandemic strains [16,17]. We did not find any VOCs, such as
the alpha variant B.1.1.7. Currently, the delta variant
B.1.617.2 and its subvariants have been expanding in many
countries, threatening healthcare systems by rapidly increas-
ing the number of symptomatic patients. Because the intro-
duction of VOCs into a hospital could easily cause an outbreak,
the identification of COVID-19-positive patients and their viral
strains are necessary for quick and decisive actions, such as
single-patient room management, to save lives. The WGS by
NGS is essential to determine the lineage, although each
mutation of the SARS-CoV-2 genome can be detected by single
nucleotide polymorphism genotyping [18].

Our results showed that phylogenetic tree analysis could
clearly distinguish between patients infected in the hospital
and those infected in the community as well as classify patients
with a close contact history as a single clade. This agrees with
findings of a previous study [8], which also indicated that
phylogenetic tree analysis was successful in discriminating
between COVID-19 patients on the basis of the genomic
sequence of isolates during the outbreak. Surprisingly, our data
showed that three separate introductions of SARS-CoV-2 during
the same period into the hospital had played individual parts in
the outbreak. As only patients who had tested negative for
SARS-CoV-2 by RT-qPCR several days before admission were in
the hospital, these introductions may have been due to
healthcare workers or patients infected with a viral load below
the detection limit. Additionally, one patient in cluster 1 was
hospitalized on a different floor and had no direct contact with
other patients in cluster 1, suggesting transmission either
through healthcare workers or in shared spaces, such as an
elevator. This result raises the possibility that even the
adherence to standard precautions in healthcare workers when
providing patient care and disinfection of shared space was
insufficient to prevent transmission. Therefore, healthcare
workers must pay more attention to adequate precautions.

Notably, we showed that median-joining network analysis
with SNVs could indicate the direction of transmission. It should
be noted that while we could identify the individuals involved
in the dissemination of this virus using this method, it is diffi-
cult to estimate the direction when the SNVs are identical. To
resolve this issue, applying canonical epidemiological obser-
vations such as the date of symptom onset may be helpful.
Identification of individuals responsible for the transmission
would clarify how the transmission occurred by intensively
investigating their recent activities, leading to improvement of
infection control. Meanwhile, as Johnson and Parker pointed
out, information on transmission during the outbreak could
have potentially harmful consequences when the source of the
outbreak is identified [19]. These consequences could include
psychological distress and affording the responsibility of
transmission to individuals. Therefore, the sharing and use of
data should also be based on ethical considerations.

The main limitations of this study include its retrospective
nature and the lack of evaluation of haplotype network analysis
using WGS-SNVs for infection control. Rapid onsite WGS during
an outbreak and adequate intervention to prevent further
spread are necessary for evaluation of this strategy. However,
we could not accomplish this due to our lack of NGS equipment
and consignment of WGS operation to an external institution.
Because it takes several months at the earliest to receive
sequences from the external institution, intervention during an
outbreak would be difficult. Whether the interventions
implemented to block the infection pathways identified by
haplotype networks is successful for infection control should be



Figure 2. Phylogenetic tree analysis of SARS-CoV-2 genome from SUH. A phylogenetic tree was created using the genomes of the 32
isolates from SUH with the NJ method, as described in the Methods section.

Figure 3. Median-joining network analysis of SARS-CoV-2 genome from SUH. The median-joining network analysis with SNV was per-
formed using the isolates as in Figure 2. The isolates from SUH patients are shown as blue circles, and their sizes are proportional to the
number of isolates. The number of hatch marks indicates the number of SNVs between the isolates.
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addressed by future studies performed in hospitals that have
NGS equipment. In the past two decades, three types of
coronavirus have emerged and caused outbreaks in many
countries [20]. This indicates the possibility that another
coronavirus associated with outbreak could emerge in the near
future. In such an event, it might be important to perform in-
hospital WGS to promptly end a nosocomial outbreak.

Conclusions

Identification of infection links is a crucial step in infection
control because it assists in determining pathogen transmission
and in designing strategies to prevent further spread of infec-
tion. Our results provide evidence that genetic epidemiology
with WGS and haplotype networks are useful for assisting
canonical epidemiology by tracing transmission and optimizing
prevention strategies in nosocomial outbreaks.
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